Lymphatic drainage imaging of breast cancer in mice by micro-magnetic resonance lymphangiography using a nano-size paramagnetic contrast agent.
The presence of lymph node metastases is an important factor in breast cancer patient prognosis. Therefore, the precise identification of sentinel lymph nodes in these patients is critical. Improving current magnetic resonance (MR) imaging methods using a newly synthesized nano-size paramagnetic molecule, G6, as a contrast agent, provides an attractive means toward attaining this goal. A four-dimensional method of micro-MR lymphangiography using G6 (9 nm/240 kd) was developed to visualize the lymphatic ducts and lymph nodes draining mouse mammary tumors over time. The ability of micro-MR lymphangiography with the G6 contrast agent to visualize lymphatic drainage of normal mouse mammary tissue was compared with that of the conventional MR contrast agent, Gd-[DTPA]-dimeglumine (<1 kd). Lymphatic drainage in spontaneous and xenografted breast tumor models was visualized using the G6 contrast agent. Draining lymphatic ducts and lymph nodes were clearly visualized in the mammary tissue of normal mice and in spontaneous and xenografted breast tumor models after a direct mammary gland or peritumoral injection of G6. Gd-[DTPA]-dime-glumine, by contrast, failed to depict lymphatic flow from the mammary tissue in normal mice using the same method. Micro-MR lymphangiography using the G6 contrast agent revealed the absence of filling in the metastatic foci of affected lymph nodes. The superior temporal and spatial resolution of micro-MR lymphangiography using the contrast agent G6 may facilitate the study of tumor lymphatic drainage and lymphatic metastasis in both experimental animals and clinical medicine. In addition, this may be a powerful new method for sentinel lymph node localization in human breast cancer.